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Experimental
Museum 

The Venue

El Eco is open to artists who experiment, play with emo
tions, and venture into interdisciplinary art. It is inspired 
in the matchless architecture and con cep tual interests of 
Mathias Goeritz, Mexican sculp tor of German ancestry who 
settled in Mexico after World War II. Goeritz left one of the 
most important artistic le gacies in our coun try’s cultural 
history.

The museum’s construction has a singular history. At 
a painting and sculpture exhibition in 1952, Goeritz met 
Daniel Mont, a Mexican entrepreneur interested in art ga l  
le ries, among other things. With the intention of disco v e r  ing 
something different from the status quo, Mont com mis
sioned him to design a museum that would meld his com
mercial interests and the avantgarde spirit of the times. 
The premise was, “Do whatever you feel like doing.” So, on 
Mexico City’s Sullivan Street was born El Eco, de sign ed like 
a poetic structure based on what Goeritz call ed “the Mani
festo of Emotional Architec  ture,” in open defian ce of the 
reigning functionalism. The idea was that the la yout of co r
ridors, roofs, walls, rooms, and doorways would lead its visi
tors to reflect on their experience emotionally.

It is specifically within this museum’s spiritual thea tri
cality that the Mexicanborn, São Paulobased artist Héc
tor Zamora positions his artistic intervention Offered 

Paradises. The artist has filled the central patio with a multitude 
of miniarchitectures, the brightly colored inflatable castles, 
arches, mountains, and ramps that are normally rented to en
tertain children on their birthdays or at other family cele bra
tions. He has closed the entrances to the patio, denying access; 
transforming the space into a gigantic box, open to the sky, 
but sealed on its sides and filled to the top with these gi gan tic 
toys. The viewer is only allowed visual access to this fan tasti cal, 
inflatable world, to gaze at it through the large square window 
of the main gallery, evoking the expe rience of looking through 
a shop window at desirable items. The artist has placed a single 
element in the interior of the building: a framed photograph, 
hung on the surface of black tower. It portrays these plastic ele
ments deflated in the patio, as flat, wrinkled shapes.

Inflatable sculptures have featured prominently in Za
mora’s recent work. The artist has described his interest in 
them as primarily formal. He is drawn to the transformative 
play they establish as they move from two dimensions into 
three, symbolically referencing a transition from painting to 
sculpture. These investigations are emphasized in Offered Pa
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Offered Paradises
A Project by Héctor Zamora

 

radises by the photograph the artist has included, whose two
dimensional format and subject both reference painting, while 
concurrently offering a comparison between the flat ele ments 
depicted and the threedimensional, sculptural forms on view 
in the patio.

Most of Zamora’s recent projects involving inflatable forms 
have been produced for art fairs or biennials, giving his use 
of these materials a sitespecific character. Within a con tem
porary context, inflatable structures are often placed along 
highways to advertise car dealerships or other busi nesses; 
they have been used for entertainment or sightseeing in the 
form of hotair balloons or blimps. Within the spec tacle of 
art fairs and biennials, the inflatables Zamora shows become 
a critique of the commercial or highend entertain ment env iron 
ments that these cultural contexts have come to represent. 

Spectacle informs the cultural critiques that the current 
installation establishes. Perhaps the first spectacle Offered 
Paradises addresses is that of high modernism, its histori cal 
weight and spiritual aspirations, as exemplified by the buil d
ing and manifesto produced by Goeritz. The structures Za mora 
chooses reference the architecture of El Eco and geometric 

The artist sees these inflatable toys 
as particularly ubiquitous in Mexico; his more 

acute reference to spec tacle involves 
a critique of his native country.

abstraction in general, but challenge these cul tu ral sites’ 
seriousness through their status as temporary and silly con
s tructions, offering themselves as primal, simplistic exam  ples 
of emotive architecture.

The artist also sees these inflatable toys as particularly ubi
quitous in Mexico, and his more acute reference to spec tacle 
involves a critique of his native country. In the past, the Mex ican 
government has invested heavily in dramatic pu b lic spectacles, 
iceskating rinks and snow in the Zócalo central square, or pa
 ra des and aquatic events on Reforma Avenue. These extrava gan
zas multiplied during the 2010 Bicentennial year, but have 
come to characterize the current presiden tial administration 
and its political strategies. These kinds of events offer a paradise 
of entertainment to a public increas ingly bur  dened with un
employment, drugwar vio len ce, and ge neral insecurity. They 
evoke sites of wealth, travel, and leisure that are inaccessible to 
the majority of Mexico’s population and, as such, represent 
“castles in the air,” un reachable aspi  rations. The inflatable cas
tles and temporary entertainment structures of the insta llation 
directly refe ren ce these political dynamics, most acutely through 
their inacces sibility, since Zamora denies access to the tem po
rary pleasures that these forms offer by sealing them behind 
the museum’s glass doors and windows.  

* Curator of the exhibitions and the museum’s director.
    Photos by Patricia Pérez.
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Appropriation, 
Reproduction and Seriality 

In Erlea Maneros Zabala’s Work

Originally trained as a painter, Erlea Maneros Za ba
la has developed a conceptual practice that analy
ses and decons tructs how images are put to geth er, 

while addressing the contemporary cultural implica tions of the 
diverse forms and mediums she engages. Her works address 
abstraction, but often through the use of figurative material. 
They involve appropriation, reproduction, and seriality. These 
production strategies challenge the tra ditional emphasis in 
paint ing placed on the creation of a uni que, authored object. 
Imbed ded in her investigations is a critique of conventional 
values placed on art, particularly romantic notions of beauty, 
the sublime, and art as a spiritual experience.

With her project for El Eco, the artist requested the oppor
tunity to investigate the Mathias Goeritz archive, currently 
housed at the National Center for Research, Documentation, 
and Information on the Visual Arts (Cenidiap). In reviewing 
this material, which includes slides, photographs, and news 
paper and magazine clippings, Maneros Zabala was parti cu
larly drawn to a set of images and related materials by Michel 
Zabé. This photographer documented Goeritz’s work in the 

1950s and 1960s, in clud ing several images produc ed during 
the opening days of El Eco. The archive includes contact 
sheets and notes by Zabé on these photographs. Through the 
croppings, edits, and other aesthetic negotiations these ma
terials reveal, a parti cular voice is articulated in the archive, 
one deeply in volved in the imaginary constructed around 
Goeritz. Maneros Zabala was interested in giving presence 
to the normally hidden role of the documentary photographer, 
as a way of demys tifying the “master” Goeritz and desta bi
lizing his centrality within both the archive and the museum, 
the commissioning site for her pro duction. 

A handwritten note from Zabé becomes central to her 
project: two index cards that address his envisioned user of 
the archive, the phantom viewer of his photographs. With 
underlined words and exclamation marks in various sections, 
this short text emphatically describes how any reflections of 
light one might see on the surface of the Goeritz mural re
corded in the images, is indeed intentional and an integral 
part of the conception of the artwork. The text goes on to 
share anecdotes about the German artist’s strong personality 

The two copies of Zabe’s images.



above and from ground level near Serpent. The Zabé image 
appropriated by Maneros Zabala most likely portrays one of 
the members of the Walter Hicks group. In this photograph 
however, the sculpture is se con dary, with only the detail of 
its form recorded in the lower left of the frame. It is this 
woman who is central, with her back turned to the camera, 
gazing down at the sculpture. Maneros Zabala has reprinted 
two copies of the image, one displaying Zabé’s cropping marks, 
editions not shown in the second, repeated image. As an “un
 official” photograph in which Goeritz’s work is not central, 
this image depicts Zabe´s own subjectivity and as such be
comes another significant moment within the overall Goeritz 
archive when Zabé’s supportive or peripheral role is altered and 
his vision becomes the protagonist. 

These photographic works produced by Maneros Zabala 
have become elements within a larger installation that en
gages the architectural character and history of the Mont 
Room where they are exhibited. Through these dis pla ce ments, 
reproductions, and formal recontextualizations, the project 
complicates the artist’s chosen target, Goeritz’s sa crosanct le g
acy. Her forms challenge this cultural cons truct, criti quing the 
works and spiritualist ideology of El Eco’s founder through 
their materialist investigations of the ins titutions, substruc
tures, and individuals that have helped sustain Goe ritz’s posi
tion in art history. Through such inquiry, Ma ne ros Zabala seeks 
to establish an unromantic view of this artist’s production and, 
in doing so, maintain its contem porary via bi lity. Her works 
additionally seek to activate both the vision and analytical ca
pabilities of the viewer. They de mand that we move beyond the 
immediacy of the images given to us, to look behind, around, 
or through them, to acknow ledge the cul tural and political 
structures they perform.
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The works produced by Maneros Zabala 
became elements within a larger installation 

that en gages the architectural character 
and history of the Mont Room.

MUSEO EL ECO

Sullivan 43, Colonia San Rafael,
Del. Cuauhtémoc

Mexico City, C.P. 06470
Phone: (54 55) 5535-5186 /

5535-4351

Open to the public: 
Tuesday to Sunday 

from 11:00 a.m. to 18:00 p.m.

http://www.eleco.unam.mx

and aesthetic convictions. For Maneros Zabala, in form and 
content, this note reveals several conditions. While its tone 
is condescending regarding his public’s possible misreading 
of these slides, it displays extreme reverence of the creator of 
the source material, an importance demonstrated by Zabé 
through his emphasis on the truth conveyed in his pho to
graphic images, how they are able to convey the artist’s genius; 
the elevated manner in which Zabé positions Goe ritz, places 
himself in a secondary or subservient role, a structuring that 
Maneros Zabala seeks to invert through her appropriation 
and elevation of his comments within her new artwork. For 
this project, she transforms a digital image of these index 
cards, which she took while at the archive, into a photo graph
ic negative and prints them in a traditional photographic format. 
Through this analog process, she symbolically transports the 
text of the photographer back to the medium of its ref erent. 
Through this abstract analytical process, Maneros Za bala both 
layers and conflates form and conceptual content.

In a similar move, for another work, the artist reproduces 
two versions of a single image produced by Zabé. A black 
woman with a coat spread over her shoulders stands by the 
sculpture Serpent, produced by Goeritz for the El Eco court
 yard. During the opening of the museum in 1953, the Afri
 canAmerican Walter Hicks dance troupe performed a piece 
choreographed by filmmaker Luis Buñuel, during which they 
moved around and through this large sculpture. This now 
mythical event was recorded and promoted pho tographically 
with images of the troupe in tropical costume, taken from 


